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DDM background & Scope of Work

 DDM background: Multiple aims, but mainly to
 Promote socio-economic development & improve the lives of people in district spaces
 Serve as spatial mechanism to promote intergovernmental coordination & collaboration
 Create One Plan & one budget for each of 52 districts

 DDM as strategic intervention with many actors: but President at apex as DDM
Champion, Minister of COGTA as Executive Authority of lead department,
Ministers & Deputy Ministers as District Champions

 DDM organisational environment: Pressure on 3 spheres of government to impact
at local level but interventions thus far characterised by IGR, uncoordinated
planning, enduring service delivery challenges, & financial & managerial
weaknesses & even collapse in some municipalities

 Aim: To advise Presidency on institutional arrangements & capacity it will require
to support & enable the President & Presidency to champion, oversee & support
DDM

 Client: Presidency with DPME support
 GTAC approach: Diagnostic assessment & institutional advisory note, 2-person

team (Smit, Pernegger)
 Timeframe: Charter signed mid-Jan 2021 & project completed as planned in April

2021
 Two underpinning concepts inform method
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1 DDM network
Understanding dynamics of DDM network with agreement of Presidency, especially most obvious
core & transversal role players with ‘technical’ role in yellow



2 Championship

 As President’s role is conceptualised as ‘overall champion
of DDM’ in DDM Circular No 1 of 2021, also considered
issues of ‘championship

 No common understanding of meanings of
‘championship’, many & varied in interpretations in
academic literature, including:
 Leader, change agent, decision maker
 Sponsorship (externally &/ internally focused)
 Multiple roles simultaneously

 Meaning of ‘championship’ can be tailored to suit
Presidency → it is understood that the President himself
emphasises the importance of providing ‘strategic
leadership’  to the DDM → so this is what is important, &
that Presidency must support him in playing this role
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Methodology

# Questionnaire main themes
1 Aims of DDM?
2 Involvement in DDM generally?
3 Lessons learnt from DDM so far?
4 Specific involvement with Presidency?
5 Potential improvements to help achieve DDM aim?

 Data collected through 1-2 hour long interviews & focus groups
 26 people across 11 organisations, through purposive selection & some snowballing
 Interview questionnaire prompted discussion on 5 main themes
 Research focused on perception of each actor in DDM network
 Status of DDM conceptualisation & implementation
 DDM-related concerns

 Guaranteed anonymity of respondents to promote frankness of responses
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# Organisation Respondents
1 DCOG 4
2 Treasury 5
3 NPC 3
4 DBSA 3
5 DPME 3
6 SALGA 1
7 CSIR 1
8 eThekwini 1
9 DALRRD 1
10 KZN COGTA 2
11 Presidency 2

 Augmented by
 Informal & brief discussions with officials from PARI,

Operation Vulindlela & DPME’s Evidence & Knowledge
System

 Review of 91 organisational documents, academic &
others – some shared with GTAC on confidential basis

 Data was examined for emerging themes



DDM status quo

 DDM conceptualisation – multiple aims
 Results in different understandings of DDM – but main aims are understood to

be fostering inter- & intra-governmental coordination & collaboration, supporting
drive for development, tool for spatial planning & for service delivery

 Even across one focus group views differed
 DCOG too added new aspirations – February 2021 presentation to Portfolio

Committee
 Take-up experiences of DDM vary across the network

 DCOG (& DBSA)
 Produced founding documents – Concept Note, implementation framework &

guidelines, draft regulations
 Involved in launch of 3 pilots in 2019 & ‘launched’ 23 Districts in 2020
 Demarcated 52 hubs, developed District profiles
 Engagements: informal inter-departmental coordination, Provinces &

Municipalities (e.g. Municipal Managers Forum), partners/investors
 Appointed DBSA to project manage DDM implementation in pilots – via 5-year

MOA in March 2020, includes PMO set up, DDM hub resourcing & One Plan
assistance + capacity to manage NDMC & IUDM; appoint service provider for
Information Management System
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The Presidency & President
 President
 Advocated DDM concept across SA in SONAs & media
 Launched DDM in 3 pilot districts (with District Champions)
 Chairs PCC, which is meant to receive reports from provinces

 The Presidency
 Supported appointment of political champions

• Ministers & Deputy Ministers as District Champions for all 52 Districts – with
basic but differentiated DDM clauses in their performance agreements

• Provided some guidance to political champions though not detailed
 Limited role in supporting President to provide strategic leadership – supposed

to include national sector alignment, & ensuring coherence of national policy &
planning towards district-level development impact

 Earmarked as authority to approve & adopt all 52 One Plans (DCOG’s
Implementation Framework: A1, p. 23), with DPME to advise on adoption

National Treasury
 Initially supportive of DDM’s potential for spatially-based budgeting & integrated

planning & reforms, increasing concern about conceptual & operational aspects
 Engaged with DCOG & transversal departments on DDM
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DPME
 Involved at earliest DDM stages; incorporated DDM considerations into Revised

Framework for Strategic Plans & APPs & related Guidelines for Implementation
 Manages & monitors MTSF performance & outcome data, included some initial

DDM targets in MTSF 2019-2024, such as clarifying institutional arrangements
 Implementing CDMAS; at planning stage; plans to link CDMAS to DDM needs
DALRRD
 Involved in pilots’ establishment; supported own Minister launching her district
 Prepared spatial profiles which were not used; engaged with sector departments

on One Plan; preparing intra-departmental sectoral plans
eThekwini District/Hub (one pilot only to identify main issues)
 Set up pilot & ran One Plan process – significant challenges with lack of

involvement & guidance from spheres for Profile & One Plan & lack of spatial
referencing of projects

 Introduced 17 area-based structures at Council level
 Set up technical hubs with officials, & Troika of Mayor, Municipal Manager, Chairs

of Committees & traditional leaders & appointed dedicated DDM official in
eThekwini municipality (DBSA consultant managing eThekwini Hub in DDM PMO)

Other inputs from SALGA, NPC, CSIR
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1. Widespread recognition that DDM may improve intergovernmental
coordination & increase collaboration with social partners
 Almost a yearning that DDM may provide answers to difficulties of intergovernmental

coordination & collaboration
 A sense that, although overdue, DDM may show the way for the 3 spheres to work

together & make a difference in terms of capital investment in conjunction with private
sector & civil society/social partners

2. DDM has energised debate on how to improve intergovernmental
collaboration
 Spatialisation may be a drawcard; however, DDM’s emphasis on spatial planning through

One Plans may come at expense of practical steps to make an impact on the lives of
ordinary people

 Though DDM emphasises joint planning, to get all three spheres and all sector
departments to work together in each of the 52 districts, is proving to be challenging

 Some international cases of spatially-driven development referred to (China, Japan,
Singapore, Malaysia, Rwanda) but not regarded as particularly relevant because of SA’s
unique constitutional dispensation

 This means that ‘learning by doing’ is critical aspect of DDM
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12 cross-cutting themes

→ Organisational concerns in progress made so far also yielded 12 cross-cutting
themes informing GTAC’s guidance on options



3. No evidence that ‘central government is walking together’
 Ironic that centre of government departments are not finding each other
 Emphasis on response to COVID has given DDM traction but also dilutes DDM’s aims
 No consistent & common messaging of DDM – from COVID to spatial planning to

intergovernmental coordination to GBVF, etc.
 Main centre of government departments should play a stronger role in embedding &

guiding the DDM (should be Presidency + DPME + Treasury + DALRRD, possibly also
DPSA, in support of DCOG)

 Roles of sector departments also critical in terms of spatialising development planning &
targeting investment, e.g. DTIC, DWS, DMR – centre of government departments could
also assist DCOG in aligning their work with the DDM

 Roles of each department can be further clarified, through engagement, & then
embedded in DDM Implementation Framework

 No accountability framework is in place, though DDM clauses in Ministerial performance
agreements is step in right direction – DDM would benefit by following outcomes-based
approach through a clear theory of change
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4. Recognition that DCOG is the right department, from a mandate
perspective, to lead DDM, but needs to do so in a collaborative way
 General acceptance that intergovernmental coordination needs improvement & that DDM

may provide solutions, but DCOG is said to not follow a sufficiently collaborative
approach

 Agreements made at consultative & collaborative meetings are seemingly not honoured,
with goodwill & energy dissipating

 DCOG perceived as having ignored past lessons (URDP, ISRDP, Siyenza Manje, Project
Consolidate, Back to Basics, NSDP’s 18 districts harmonisation project, CSP, Western
Cape JDMA, Karoo SDF, etc.); DDM seen as repeating past mistakes & thus high risk

 DCOG believed to be not linking other related concurrent initiatives to DDM (SPLUMA,
Neighbourhood Development Programme, planning reforms, Treasury alignment work on
capital grants & IGR, DPME’s Integrated Planning Framework Bill, CSP, IUDF, SDFs,
IDPs)

 Multiplicity of others’ coordination efforts also adds to the general confusion
 Perception that DCOG too reliant on DBSA-appointed advisors at expense of inter-

departmental collaboration & integration & strategic input
 Emphasis on spatial planning (profiles, One Plans) displacing intergovernmental

coordination
 Contents of DDM draft regulations need interrogation & building of capacity across

spheres to implement
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5. Worrying signs of increasing (passive) resistance to DCOG (& DDM)
 Despite many early intense engagements, around March & August 2020, some role

players appear to have become frustrated with approach to DDM implementation –
transversal departments more so than others

 Many not engaging at all, e.g. at DCOG’s 18 Feb 2021 implementation meeting
6. Departments are not ready to take on DDM – need to ‘rush a bit slowly’

 Concern expressed government is in too much of a rush to implement & so cannot do it
properly, e.g. could have paused to clarify what ‘low hanging fruit’ could be focused on in
short term vs. tackling other more systemic/structural issues over a longer period

 Time frame for completion of One Plans said to be unrealistic; acknowledgement that
‘years needed’ to prepare these

 Pace seen as too fast without technical forethought & capacity building
 Departments are not ready at leadership & operational levels to take on DDM; some

have delegated DDM to IGR sections – most national departments do not have footprint
at district level – may find it difficult to have a presence in all of them; same likely to apply
at provincial level

 Although DDM framework & guideline is helpful, seen as much too late
 ‘Synergy dividend’ of intergovernmental coordination will not be realised if course of DDM

is not corrected
 No inclusion of planning capacity for cross-district prioritisation (across sectors, spatially,

type of challenge) within DPME or Presidency
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7. Perception that DDM in current form will not make a difference on the
ground if approach is not changed
 No evidence yet that DDM benefits are reaching people on the ground; even success

claimed, like Waterberg’s Public Private Growth Initiative, predates DDM
 DDM viewed as too idealistic & not practical enough & One Plan profiles do not

adequately reflect problems on the ground
 Tendency to push One Plans down to municipalities when focus should be on the

departments’ contributions to One Plans
8. Lessons learned appear minimal to date

 Anecdotal rather than empirical, e.g. OR Tambo shows some duplication in government
programmes

 Overall DDM Concept & processes not refined arising from lessons learned, e.g. from
One Plans, pilots, engagements

 Lessons are not (yet) properly documented or shared
9. Open access by all to central repository of data is critical

 Rather dispersed pockets in DBSA, DPME & CSIR (‘district barometer’) in developing
databases & information management systems – CDMAS & DDM IMS development
work need to be linked, taking into account that information needs are complex & varied,
e.g. spatial data to inform One Plans, tracking & measuring progress, planning,
coordination, quantifying benefits, at different geographic levels
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10. Championship needed at all technical-administrative levels all well
 Though wide-ranging political support is commendable, it needs to be matched by

technical support
 No evidence of championship within departments to drive technical aspects of DDM,

except in DCOG; some departments seem to view DDM as an IGR initiative hence
devolving this to IGR section rather than recognising its all-of-government approach

 District Champions will also need technical support – not clear if this will come from their
departments? The hubs?

11. Overriding wish for President/Presidency to be overall DDM Champion
 Desire for President to marshal everyone behind DDM
 Disappointment at ‘high office’ for not giving direction to DDM in more tangible ways
 Need for strong leadership by Presidency, with support from other centre of government

departments, in partnership with DCOG
12. Presidency ‘family’ seen as weak & fragmented

 Presidency & departments within Presidency ‘family’, such as DPME, seen as separate
entities with own cultures, imperatives, etc. & not working together as well as they should

 No readiness & limited capacity to engage with DDM issues within Presidency ‘family’ -
this will be especially obvious when 52 One Plans emerge & need approval, & when
M&E of planned outcomes is required
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 At Project Team Meetings, Presidency’s DDM championship role agreed as essential, while
recognising & re-enforcing mandate & role of DCOG as DDM lead department

 Two Course Correct options, other than the status quo, each needing different institutional
arrangements, were put forward
 Option 1: Led by Presidency in partnership with DCOG & other centre of government departments
 Option 2: Led by DCOG in partnership with Presidency & other centre of government departments

 Since GTAC completed this assignment
 Appears Option 1 was adopted, given indications that a Presidential Steering Committee comprising

key departments has been established, chaired by one of DPME’s DDGs
 GTAC recommended such a multi-departmental steering committee work on refocusing the DDM &

strengthening interdepartmental & intergovernmental collaboration as well as social partnerships
 Would include but not be limited to clarifying DDM intent – key priority being to define ’what DDM

success will look like’, i.e. define DDM theory of change; clarify DDM performance indicators; support
development of data & information management systems; as well as performance measurement &
reporting mechanisms

 Also note
 Processes for One Plans are underway
 DCOG has also lost key officials driving DDM processes (Josiah Lodi, Themba Fosi)
 Sector departments still do not appear to be on board & some report frustrations at

exclusion from DDM decision-making processes
 President is actively championing DDM – e.g. Ugu District in November 2021; Presidential

Imbizo to NW Province, Ngaka Modiri Molema DM-Mahikeng in March 2022
 Regulations still underway & due for gazetting in April
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Appendix

 ‘Championship’ in academic literature
 DDM’s multiple aims
 Abbreviations
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‘Championship’ in academic literature

Buttrick 2002 Bryde 2002 Chakrabati,
1974

Englund et al
2006

Fischer et al
1986

Leifer et al
2001

Markham 1998 Portman 2015

- Leader
- Change
agent
- Decision
maker

‘Project
sponsorship …
classed in
terms of
external
focused client-
representing
activities &
internal
focused
supporting/
championing
activities’

Traits of a
champion:
- Technical
competence
- Knowledge
about
organisation
- Knowledge
about market
- Drive &
aggressivene
ss
- Political
astuteness

Focus on
‘sponsor’ who:
- aids project
success
- ‘sells’ project,
sits between
project team &
senior
leadership/
management
-is not same as
champion

(also mentions
‘user
champion’
system expert
& key source
of system
requirements)

- Has prestige
& power,
aware of
informal
networks &
cuts across
special
interests
- Encourages
innovation
- Challenges
current
beliefs
- Proponent of
organisational
change
- Has
influence over
resources &
can channel
them to project
- A strong
person,
tenacious

- Personal
attributes
critical for
ability to be
champion
- Strong role in
persistently
acquiring
resources
- Patron,
‘passion &
personal liking’
for project
- Provocateur,
ability to ‘call to
arms’
- Shaper of
organisationa
l culture, in
ways that are
‘natural,
accepted &
valued’

- Studied 53
champions
using ‘co-
operative vs.
confrontative
tactics’ to
ensure
compliance &
willingness to
do projects
- Note project
performance &
team efficacy
not necessarily
improved
through
champion’s
influence
- Being a
champion can
be risky!

8 roles
defined for
sponsors
across 4 areas
(relationship &
selling;
leadership;
project
management;
business
management)
- Upper
management
link
- Protector
- Business
judge
- Filter
- Coach &
mentor
- Seller
- Negotiator
- Motivator
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Organisatio
n

Inter- +
intra-
govern-
mental
coordin
-ation
&/
collabor
-ation

Drive
for
devel-
op-
ment

Project
integ-
ration &
align-
ment/
joint
plann-
ing

Spatial
plann-
ning

Service
deliv-
ery tool

GBVF Budget
priori-
tisation

Local-
ising
NDP

COVID
resp-
onse

Long
term
vision-
ing

Change
manag-
ement
agenda

Add-
ress
local
govern-
ment
chall-
enges

Better
acc-
ount-
ability &
M&E

Social
comp-
acting

Cities
as
focus

DCOG
Treasury
NPC
DBSA
DPME
SALGA
CSIR
eThekwini
DALRRD
President
Presidency
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Abbreviations
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COGTA Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs
CSIR Council for Scientific and Industrial Research
CSP Cities Support Programme
CDMAS Central Data Management Service
DALRRD Department of Agriculture, Land Reform and Rural Development
DBSA Development Bank of South Africa
DCOG Department of Cooperative Governance
DDM District Development Model
DPME Department of Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation
eThekwini Ethekwini Metropolitan Municipality
FOSAD Forum of South African Directors-General
GBVF Gender Based Violence and Femicide
GTAC Government Technical Advisory Team
IGR Intergovernmental Relations
IMC Inter-Ministerial Committee
IUDF Integrated Urban Development Framework
KZN COGTA KwaZulu-Natal Provincial Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs
MinMEC Minister and Members of Executive Councils Meeting
NDP National Development Plan
NPC National Planning Commission
NSDF National Spatial Development Framework
NT National Treasury
PCC Presidential Coordinating Committee
PMO Project Management Office
Presidency The Presidency
RRTT Review And Reconfiguration Task Team
SA South Africa
SALGA South African Local Government Association
SDF Spatial Development Framework
SONA State of the Nation Address
SPLUMA Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Act


